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A Survey of Taste Disorders Caused
by Chemotherapy and The Measures Taken by Patients
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Abstract
Objective: To elucidate taste disorders in outpatient chemotherapy patients and their counter-mesures.
Method: A questionnaire survey was conducted on patients in the outpatient chemotherapy room of the
Hyogo Cancer Center for 15 days on weekdays from July 20 to August 9, 2011. Major outcomes are to
evaluate measures against taste disorders that patients are performing, secondary outcomes are taste disorders
evoked by gemcitabine, irinotecan, paclitaxel, docetaxel, and trastuzumab administrations.
Results: 316 patients were incorporated into the study, 33 cases of gemcitabine, 23 cases of irinotecan, 35
cases paclitaxel, 22 docetaxels, and 30 cases of trastuzumab. Taste disorder savvy, saltiness, sweetness, sour-
ness, bitterness was often seen in docetaxel 11 cases?50??, paclitaxel 17 cases?49??. In addition, in the
proportion of insensitivity and sensitivity for taste disorders, 7 cases/9 cases insensitive to saltiness in do-
cetaxel?78??, 8 cases sensitive to saltiness in paclitaxel/13 cases?62??, sensitive to bitterness 8 cases/11
cases?73??was many. As for measures against taste disorders, there were many patients who devised in
their diet than supplements, but 57? of patients devised in their daily lives. Each patient survey results
should be included for suitable nutritional managements.
Conclusion: It is important to evaluate taste disorders and their measures in patients undergoing chemother-
apy.
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